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1. Boy watching sheep
   A young shepherd is watching a flock of sheep in a meadow field.

2. Boy lies about wolf
   The boy decides to play a joke on the villagers and tells them that
   he sees a wolf in the field. The villagers find out he is lying.

3. Boy lies again
   Once again the boy lies about seeing a wolf in the sheep field.

4. A wolf attacks sheep
   An actual wolf is spotted by the boy and is headed toward the
   sheep herd.

5. No one believes Boy
   The boy runs to the village and yells “Wolf!” But no one believes im
   on account of his previous lying.

6. Wolf kills sheep
   Because no one came to frighten the wolf, the wolf ate the sheep.

7. Boy learns lesson
   The villagers punish the boy and tell him the importance of telling
   the truth.